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When viewed in optical starlight scattered by dust, the nearly
edge-on debris disk surrounding the A5V star b Pictoris (distance
19.3 pc; ref. 1) extends farther than 1,450 AU from the star2. Its
large-scale complexity has been well characterized, but the
detailed structure of the disk’s central ,200-AU region has
remained elusive. This region is of special interest, because
planets may have formed there during the star’s 10–20-millionyear lifetime3,4, perhaps resulting in both the observed tilt of 4.6
degrees relative to the large-scale main disk5,6 and the partial
clearing of the innermost dust7–9. A peculiarity of the central disk
(also possibly related to the presence of planets) is the asymmetry
in the brightness of the ‘wings’9,10, in which the southwestern
wing is brighter and more extended at 12 mm than the northeastern wing. Here we present thermal infrared images of the
central disk that imply that the brightness asymmetry results
from the presence of a bright clump composed of particles that
may differ in size from dust elsewhere in the disk. We suggest that
this clump results from the collisional grinding of resonantly
trapped planetesimals or the cataclysmic break-up of a
planetesimal.
During six nights between UT 2 December 2003 and 3 January
2004, we imaged b Pic at the 8.7-, 11.7-, 12.3-, 18.3- and 24.6-mm
regions using the Thermal Region Camera and Spectrograph
(T-ReCS), the facility mid-infrared camera on Gemini Observatory’s 8-m telescope in Chile. Our mid-infrared images (Fig. 1)
show the elongated structure identified previously with emission
from dust particles in b Pic’s central disk. This 200-AU-sized region
coincides with the slightly tilted inner disk identified optically with
the Hubble Space Telescope5. The central peak coincides with the
star, for which the photospheric contribution to the total detected
flux density ranges from 3% at 24.6 mm to 71% at 8.7 mm. In the 8.7–
18.3-mm images, the SW wing of the disk is noticeably brighter than
the NE wing. This mid-infrared asymmetry has been seen at
,12 mm (refs 9–11), and there are previous hints of it at ,18 mm
(refs 11, 12). We see it clearly at 18.3 mm, but more significantly our
images show a clear trend of decreasing asymmetry with increasing
wavelength (Fig. 2). Inseparable from the brightness asymmetry at
11.7, 12.3 and 18.3 mm is a prominent clump centred near SW 52 AU.
We estimate the difference in the clump flux density (integrated
over an image-resolution element in each unsmoothed image; Table
1) and that of the adjacent minimum at SW 43 AU to be 15, 2 and 7
times the noise at 11.7, 12.3 and 18.3 mm, respectively, in the
unsmoothed images. Together these results indicate unambiguously
that this feature is real. At 8.7 mm, the feature, if present, is less
distinct and perhaps slightly shifted towards the star. The 24.6-mm
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image shows several clumps, but none corresponds exactly with the
one at SW 52 AU. The contrast and positions of those clumps are
ambiguous enough (Methods) that we do not consider them further
here.
Comparing our results to recent deconvolved Keck images at
17.9 mm (refs 11, 12), we do not confirm at any wavelength the tilted
inner feature extending out to roughly ^1 00 from the star (see also
ref. 13). The resolution (full-width at half-maximum, FWHM) of
our 18.3-mm image is 0.54 arcsec, compared to 0.5 arcsec (ref. 11)
and 0.7 arcsec (ref. 12) for the original Keck images, and that feature
should have been clearly evident in the innermost contours shown
in our 18.3-mm image. We do not understand the nature of this
discrepancy. Additional imaging can resolve the issue.
Of the several clumps identified by Wahhaj et al.12 in their
deconvolved image (with stated resolution twice as good as the
observed resolution of 0.7 arcsec), only the one near SW 52 AU,
which they designate C 0 , has a discrete counterpart in our 18.3-mm
image. The bright ridge of emission in our image extends to the NE
and includes their source C, which we do not see as a discrete source.
They12 do not discuss the statistical significance of the features. To
assess this, we consider the strongest source C 0 , for which their
contour levels are 3.6j at C 0 and in the range 2.4–3.0j for the
adjacent minimum 0.8 arcsec to the northeast. If their standard
deviation j applies to the flux within a smoothed resolution element
(that is, the 0.7-arcsec-diameter smoothing kernel), the statistical
significance of feature C 0 , as judged by its contrast with the adjacent
minimum, is about unity. Because C 0 coincides with our source at

Figure 1 b Pic mid-infrared images. Smoothed images rotated 588 counter-clockwise;
NE to left, SW to right, smoothed point-source FWHM contours at right. The vertical solid
line is at the star (centre) and the vertical dotted lines are at NE and SW 52 AU .
Approximately logarithmic contours (in units of 0.01 mJy pixel21) are as follows. a, 130,
149, 172, 199, 231, 269, 314, 368, 432, 509, 600. b, 40, 55, 69, 87, 106, 129, 154,
184, 217, 254, 297, 345, 400. c, 18, 30, 44, 55, 77, 96, 118, 142, 169, 200. d, 10, 17,
26, 36, 45, 56, 68, 80, 93, 108, 123, 140. e, 8, 21, 35, 51, 69, 89, 112, 138, 167, 200.
The brightest (inner) colours correspond to the highest-numbered contour levels.
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SW 52 AU, our interpretation of their noise characterization may be
inaccurate. Nevertheless, we have found in simulations that white
noise applied to a uniformly bright, extended source before image
smoothing can lead to the appearance of unresolved clumps in the
smoothed image resembling those detected in ref. 12.
To probe the nature of the brightness asymmetry, we subtracted
the emission in the fainter NW wing from the SW wing at those
wavelengths for which we observed an asymmetry (Fig. 3). Most of
the resultant residual emission, which has a high signal-to-noise
ratio, arises in the projected radial band from 40 to 60 AU, although
it is not entirely confined to that region. The distribution is resolved
along the major axis at all four wavelengths (resolution elements,
Table 1) and is defined by the bright clump at SW 52 AU and a fainter
ridge extending out to ,70 AU, both of which seem to be embedded
in a fainter component. A point source with peak brightness
normalized to the clump peak at 8.7, 11.7, 12.3 and 18.3 mm,
respectively, would emit 16, 11, 17 and 15% of the total residual
emission between 26 and 113 AU in radius and ^43 AU along the
minor axis. The clump appears resolved along the minor (vertical)
axis at all wavelengths. At 8–12 mm, the measured minor-axis
FWHM values through the clump peak are about twice the
smoothed point-spread function (PSF) values (0.4–0.5 arcsec,
or 8–10 AU ). Quadratic subtraction of the PSF implies intrinsic
minor-axis clump widths roughly in the range 13–17 AU. At
18 mm the minor-axis distribution through the clump peak is
noticeably asymmetric, with an intrinsic width of about 19 AU. We
emphasize that the derived structure and resolution of the clump
must be viewed cautiously (and confirmed in detail), because it
depends in a complex way on details of the emission on both sides of
the disk.
We find that the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the residual
emission is noticeably different from that of the NE wing and the
central disk as a whole. In contrast to the total wing emission from
either side (Fig. 4), for which the flux density increases with
wavelength to beyond 25 mm, the SED of the residual peaks shortward of 25 mm. To explore this contrast, we constructed a multiannulus model for the NE emission wing, assuming it represents
part of a disk, with dust particles having an emission efficiency with
the generic power-law form Q n / n, where n is the frequency. The
model, based initially only on the 11.7- and 18.3-mm images,
indicates that the optical-depth distribution in the NE wing has a
maximum at 60–80 AU and a gradual fall-off between 60 and 30 AU
(Fig. 5). We identify this central fall-off with the hole inferred
previously from the larger-scale SED7,8 and from 12-mm images with
an assumed temperature distribution9,10. The NE-wing optical

Figure 2 SW flux divided by NE flux versus distance from star. The SW wing is much
brighter than the NE wing at shorter wavelengths. At each wavelength, flux densities have
been integrated over a strip 10 AU wide along the disk major axis and 97 AU (5 arcsec)
along the minor axis and centred on the major axis at the positions where the ratios of the
flux densities are plotted. Error bars (1-j) are as indicated at 24.6 mm and smaller than
symbols at other wavelengths.
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Table 1 Observational parameters

l (mm)

Dl (mm)

FWHM ( 00 )

F n (Jy)

j (mJy pixel21)

2.92
2.72
2.72
5.04
12.50

0.032
0.020
0.053
0.130
0.700

Dt (s)

.............................................................................................................................................................................

8.7
11.7
12.3
18.3
24.6

0.8
1.1
1.2
1.5
2.0

0.31
0.38
0.41
0.54
0.72

912
2,324
912
7,298
6,604

.............................................................................................................................................................................
Pixel size 0.09 arcsec. Array field of view 21 00 £ 28 00 . Dl (mm), filter spectral width at 50%
transmission. FWHM, measured full-width at half-maximum intensity of comparison stars, and
corresponds to a ‘resolution element’ referred to in the text. F n (Jy), total fluxes integrated over
20 00 £ 5 00 region aligned with disk and centred on star. At 8.7, 11.7, 12.3, 18.3 and 24.6 mm,
respectively, peak image brightnesses are 12.4, 17.1, 30.5, 42,3 and 63.9 mJy pixel21, and
stellar photospheric emission is 71, 42, 38, 10 and 3% of tabulated total fluxes. j (mJy pixel21),
standard deviation for unsmoothed final frames. Dt(s), total time of source photon collection
during chop-nod sequence.

depth drops smoothly by factors of two and three between 70 and
120 AU and 70 and 30 AU, respectively, roughly compatible with the
results obtained by Pantin et al.10, who incorporated the brighter
SW wing into their models, thereby enhancing the deduced density
contrast of the hole. The resultant temperature distribution, which
decreases gradually with distance, is much hotter than a blackbody,
as expected for small, inefficiently emitting particles7. The temperature is ,140 K near NE 52 AU. In contrast, for the same power-law
efficiency we estimate the temperature of the clump particles at SW
52 AU to be ,190 K (Fig. 4b). For composite grains composed of
silicate and organic refractory material14, 1-mm-diameter particles
at 52 AU can be heated to 140 K, whereas the particles must be fiveto-ten times smaller (0.1–0.2 mm) to attain 190 K at that distance.
They would also have very high values (.
.1) of b, the ratio of
radiation and gravitational forces, and so be expelled quickly from
the system. Although detailed dust models are needed to explore
this issue robustly, the key conclusion based on the relative appearance of the component SEDs is reasonably firm: the particles in the

Figure 3 The residual emission. Images result from subtracting the NE wing from the SW
wing along lines through the star. The nine evenly spaced contour levels are at the 10, 20,
30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90% peak values of 0.228, 0.321, 0.335 and
0.527 mJy pixel21 at 8.7, 11.7, 12.3 and 18.3 mm, respectively. Corresponding peak
signal-to-noise ratios are 27, 48, 24 and 15, respectively. The 24.6-mm residual is not
shown, because features are ambiguous. PSF FWHM contours are in the lower left
corners. Each inset shows a minor-axis scan (with the displayed linear scale compressed
by a factor of two) through the peak (NW to right, SE to left) and the normalized PSF.
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Figure 4 Disk spectral energy distributions. a, SEDs of NE and SW wings. Flux densities
are total values in a 1-arcsec-diameter circle centred at NE and SW 52 AU along the disk’s
major axis from the star. Symbol sizes indicate magnitudes of flux uncertainties, primarily
due to uncertainties in photometric calibration (^10%). b, SED of residual emission
based on SEDs. Uncertainties as in a. The upper limit at 24.6 mm is 3j. The curve is
Q nB n(T ), normalized to the 11.7- and 18.3-mm flux densities, where the assumed
particle emission efficiency follows the relation Q n / n and the particle temperature has
the value T ¼ 190 K.

vicinity of the clump at SW 52 AU differ in temperature, size and/or
composition from the dust elsewhere in the disk.
The clump particles may have distinct, detectable spectroscopic
signatures. Recent mid-infrared spectroscopy indicates an asymmetric distribution of sub-micrometre glassy olivine grains emitting
within 30 AU of the star13, which is much closer to the star than the
clump region. The possible relationship of these components has yet
to be explored, but the lower inferred temperatures of the clump
particles (,200 K) compared to those inner particles (.300 K;
ref. 13) suggests that the silicate feature, if emitted by the clump
particles, would probably be at least one to two orders of magnitude
weaker than that seen closer to the star.
There are several mechanisms that produce a selective enhancement or diminishment of particles with certain ranges of size, shape
or composition that can lead to a spatially localized, visually
prominent inhomogeneity in the dust population of a disk. If
planets are present in a debris disk, the inward migration of dust
particles due to Poynting–Robertson drag can lead to resonant
trapping15–17, which produces localized structure sensitive to the
physical properties of the particles. However, those disks are
relatively tenuous, in contrast to the higher-density b Pic disk,
where the particles are expected to be destroyed by mutual collisions
on timescales too short for them to experience significant Poynting–
Robertson drag18. Another possibility is that the very small particles
that we observe in the b Pic clump are produced by ongoing,
grinding collisions among a planetesimal population itself trapped
in planetary resonances15,19, which has the appealing attribute that
the resultant clumps are quasi-permanent and thus more likely to be
observable. However, in view of the relatively young age of the b Pic
system and the evidence of orbital dynamism there20,21, we emphasize the alternative possibility that the catastrophic collisional
break-up of a large planetesimal has released a distinct, spatially
asymmetric population of particles into the disk. This distinct
population, we speculate, might have a size distribution favouring
particles smaller than those more widely distributed in the disk22.
We estimate the total mass of the mid-infrared-emitting clump
NATURE | VOL 433 | 13 JANUARY 2005 | www.nature.com/nature

Figure 5 Model distributions for the NE side of disk. a, b, Face-on optical depth (a), and
temperature of dust particles (b) emitting the 11.7- and 18.3-mm emission, both
computed assuming Q n / n. The expected blackbody temperature distribution (dashed
line in b) is shown for comparison. Because of the presence of silicate-feature emission
and uncertainties in the PSF, the modelling is uncertain for locations within 20 AU of the
star, and those results are not shown.

particles (density, 1 g cm23) to be 4 £ 1020 g, which would constitute a spherical parent body around 100 km in diameter. Depending
on the size distribution of collision fragments, the parent body
could be substantially larger than this. Because they are blown out of
the system quickly, this collision would have occurred within a
fraction of the orbital period of 270 yr, unless blow-out is substantially inhibited by gas drag23. Fragment post-collision velocities of
,1–2 km s21 could account for the bright clump’s tentatively
identified vertical size of ,10–20 AU if the collisional break-up
occurred 50 yr ago. That timescale is also commensurate with
radiation-pressure-driven dispersal from the clump peak of highb, submicrometre-sized debris particles at typically 4–6 km s21 to
account for the ,40-AU radial extent of the residual distribution
(Fig. 3). The probability of observing such an event is low22,24, but
we do know that during the late stages of planet formation in the
Solar System, violent, catastrophic collisions must have been common; such collisions have even been suggested to account for the
origin of the Moon25 and structures in the zodiacal cloud26. A
similar event in the b Pic debris disk would result in its flaring into
visibility, perhaps as we see it today and in accord with recent
suggestions26,27 that catastrophic collisions must lead to just such
dramatic observable consequences.
A

Methods
Observational procedure
We used standard chop-nod techniques at the Gemini South telescope with a 15-arcsec
chop throw orthogonal to the disk’s major axis. The PSF at 8.7–18.3 mm was determined
from the K1 III star PPM 335509 (HR 2553) located ,108 from b Pic. We used the
standard g Reticulum to determine the PSF at 24.6 mm. At each wavelength the
observation sequence consisted of imaging the PSF star, then b Pic, then the PSF star. The
final images at 11.7, 18.3 and 24.6 mm were formed from registered stacks of five, seven and
seven individual images, respectively. Between each exposure within a stack, the telescope
was offset (‘dithered’) approximately 1 arcsec. The images at 8.7 and 12.3 mm were each
obtained as a single on-source exposure. Some artefacts are apparent: the bright spots, due
to previously known detector cross-talk, 2.5 arcsec above and below the main peak at
8.8 mm, and the optical ghost 2 arcsec above the peak at 11.7 mm. Previous mid-infrared
imaging of b Pic indicates that the major axis of the central disk is oriented at position
angle 338. To minimize the introduction of any spurious features due to row- or columncorrelated pattern structure known to be associated with this detector device, while also
allowing for the possibility of detecting extended emission along the major axis at 11.7,
18.3 and 24.6 mm, T-ReCS was rotated so that the disk’s major axis was oriented diagonally
on the array. At 8.7 and 12.3 mm the disk’s major axis was oriented vertically (that is, along
a 240-pixel-long column) on the detector array. The sky was clear during all observations,
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and all images were made at airmasses less than 1.2 with Gemini facility guiding and tiptilt engaged. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the images displayed in Fig. 1 have been
smoothed with gaussians of FWHM of 0.223, 0.223, 0.267, 0.356 and 0.445 arcsec at 8.7,
11.7, 12.3, 18.3 and 24.6 mm, respectively.
The probability that the SW 52 AU clump is a chance superposition of an unrelated
background object is negligibly small (,4 £ 1025), as determined elsewhere28 for a source
of comparable brightness. Regarding the clumps apparent in the 24.6-mm image, we
estimate the contrast of the brightest clump at SW 60 AU with the adjacent inner minimum
to be approximately three times the noise, but the centroid of that clump is separated from
the minimum (SW 52 AU) by less than the 24.6-mm resolution of 14 AU (Table 1). Thus, we
make no firm judgement about the reality of the 24.6-mm clumps, ignoring for now the
detailed 24.6-mm structure. We note that, if ultimately confirmed, it could provide
significant additional insight into disk processes.

Dust mass and models
To characterize the NE disk emission, we considered a single population of dust grains
with the commonly used approximation that the emission efficiency Q n is proportional to
frequency. Other forms for Q n basically raise or lower the temperature and optical depth
distributions, but our purpose, which is to contrast the dust properties in the NE and SW
wings, is well served by our simple assumption. The assumed value for the stellar
luminosity is 8.7L (, where L ( is the luminosity of the Sun. The model disk extends out to
150 AU and is composed of 11 annuli that are 10 AU wide in the 0–110 AU region and one
annulus that is 40 AU wide in the 110–150-AU region. We ignore results for the region
within 20 AU of the star because of the contribution of the silicate feature and uncertainties
in the PSF. Each annulus is assumed to be uniform in temperature and density. The
modelling computes the distributions of temperature and face-on optical depth for the
annuli that give rise to the brightness distributions observed at 11.7 and 18.3 mm. The
models incorporate an inclination of the whole disk to the line of sight and opening angles
as free parameters for each annulus. Optical depths and temperatures of the annuli were
used to determine the flux in the appropriate wavebands emitted by the portion of the disk
in a narrow radial range. The model is three-dimensional, with flux spread evenly in both
latitude (in the range allowed by the disk opening angle) and longitude. The disk
observations were simulated with the flux from the model being integrated along the line
of sight of each pixel. The point-like stellar flux was then included at the centre. The image
was then convolved with the PSF observed at the appropriate wavelength and additional
smoothing added at the same level applied for the displayed images. The modelling
procedure started with initial values for the annuli, then the parameters for each annulus
were improved in turn by considering how varying them affected the resulting image. This
procedure worked from the outermost to the innermost annulus and was repeated until
the parameters converged. Uncertainties in the derived parameters were determined from
the pixel-to-pixel deviation in the observation. A detailed description of the modelling for
b Pic will be presented elsewhere by M.C.W. and co-workers.
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In the centres of stars where the temperature is high enough,
three a-particles (helium nuclei) are able to combine to form 12C
because of a resonant reaction leading to a nuclear excited state1.
(Stars with masses greater than ,0.5 times that of the Sun will at
some point in their lives have a central temperature high enough
for this reaction to proceed.) Although the reaction rate is of
critical significance for determining elemental abundances in the
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